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this year marks the 60th anniversary of jane marples first appearance, and by putting a collection of authors together we can share what the character means to us. we hope that bringing the character to life will also help those of you who love her." robert b. parker [robb ernst] is the author of 17
novels in the "spenser" series, which have been translated into more than 30 languages. his most recent spenser novel, little bad wolf, was published by harpercollins in 2012. he lives in new england. ilse oktro (germany) is the author of the internationally bestselling mystery series featuring die
kommisare emma schwarzkopf und charlotte brandt, which has been translated into over twenty languages. with more than 400,000 copies sold in germany alone, it's become a modern classic. among the titles in her series are die schwiegersöhne steinhards, das komische lied, and der stumme
meister. she lives in köln. esa miller (u.s.) is a former publisher and ceo of bantam books and editor of the award-winning book series "the gilda stories" and is the founder of the acclaimed publishing imprint vertigo crime. she is the author of ten novels, including the beatrice letters and the perfect
nanny. miller has also served as a three-time finalist for the edgar award for best novel, and is a four-time nominee for the mystery writers of america's grand master award. maya ajmera (u.s.) is the author of the contemporary teen fiction series the girl detective. her new novel, the girl with the
devil's eyes (hachette book group, 2014), is now in bookstores. in addition to her own work, ajmera has served as a contributing writer for the new york times, the guardian, and the wall street journal.
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in the wake of his breakout smash success, kevin was delighted to return for the sequel to the film he helped break back in 2014. his friendship with the veteran-turned-superhero was reaffirmed and a new dynamic was built as he lent a hand to the new story. but as he was starting to turn over a new
leaf, he was reunited with the woman who reminded him of the missed opportunities and guilt in his life. pushed to the brink, kevin must make a choice - would he return home and save what is left of his life or continue his adventure.  thor’s journey takes him to a peaceful planet where the people

lead a carefree existence. but when a massive force from beyond the stars begins killing their leaders, the people will need to unite and find a way to live together. a place where they can recoup and repair their world. avengers assemble! iron man, spider-man, the hulk and thor have joined forces to
fight the evil forces threatening the planet. as the battle reaches a stalemate on new york city, a strange masked man approaches the avengers. he's no ordinary superhero--he's an anti-hero! a renegade who thinks outside the box, one with a knack for making quick, bad decisions and the ability to
inspire people with his words. but a battle-hardened cap can tell he's not the villain; he's the victim of circumstances beyond his control. and the hero is in need of redemption.  how will this avenger portray avenging on the entire planet during the epic showdown between marvel's unstoppable thor
and his darkest, most formidable enemy yet? thor: ragnarok stars chris hemsworth as thor, tessa thompson as valkyrie, tom hiddleston as loki, cate blanchett as the enchantress hela, idris elba as heimdall, mark ruffalo as hulk, christopher eccleston as dr. stephen strange, and jeff goldblum as the
grandmaster! this edition also includes an in-depth look at the film's extensive cosmic universe, which includes three exclusive stories that explore the full scope of the villainous grandmaster's (jeff goldblum) plan and the repercussions for the marvel cinematic universe, and an original comic book

interpretation of the grandmaster's origin in the pages of the thor ragnarok. follow the action and live events surrounding thor: ragnarok as they unfold, and track the fate of thor's friends and family as the stakes rise. 5ec8ef588b
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